The villages
VALMOREL
The resort attitude

DOUCY
The nature attitude

A resort full of charm and totally integrated into
its environment.
Valmorel is THE family resort with its fresco
decorated pedestrian street.
A Family Plus resort where families are welcomed
like royalty.
The charm of Valmorel leaves no-one untouched
thanks to its stone, wood and slate buildings.
Le Grand Domaine, linked to Saint-François
Lonchamp, is 165 kms of pistes with numerous
fun zones and technical zones for all levels.

The Balcony of the Tarentaise, sunny with
panoramic views, Doucy is an ideal holiday
destination.
In Doucy it’s the easy skiing that is important,
with the Grand Domaine for the more sporty.
Situated on a tree covered plateau, walkers can
enjoy the whole area.
The official resort of the children’s TV channel
Gulli, with a themed connected toboggan run
and Joan, Gulli’s star presenter, entertaining the
children with games just like on the TV.

The villages

A small secret paradise, Celliers is a traditional
village situated on the mythical road leading to
the Col de la Madeleine.
The Lauzière mountain range, with its wild
countryside, is a dream come true.
For ski addicts, there is a gondola linking
Celliers to the Grand Domaine. But for others,
it is possible to enjoy wonderful outings in the
majestic Lauzière mountain range on snowshoes
or touring skis.

CELLIERS
The secret attitude

NÂVES
The cross country skiing attitude

Situated on the banks of the Isère river, in the
centre of the Alpine ski resorts that make up the
Aigueblanche Valley territory, La Léchère-LesBains, thermal resort, offers those looking for
a resourcing holiday, the possibility to combine
both well-being and snow activities.
The thermal medical treatments take place
from the end of March to the end of October, but
throughout the year the site offers a thermal
water spa :
Le Spa O des Lauzes.
Treatments, massages, swimming pool, outdoor
jacuzzi, sauna, steam rooms … everything to
recuperate after a great day on the slopes.

Backed onto the Beaufortain mountain range,
Nâves is situated on the sunny side of the
Tarentaise valley and is the highest cross country
ski resort in the Savoy.
Cross country skiers, those on snow shoes, ski
touring and biathletes, can enjoy an exceptional
panorama of the surrounding summits.
Nâves also has a superb 200m long toboggan
run, for the joy of both young and old !

LA LÉCHÈRE-LES-BAINS
The well-being attitude

